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Key Selling Points
A new angle on a popular theme – there is no other title focused on punch needle toys so an opportunity to be first to market
Punch needle lends itself to fun details, like clothes and accessories, for really original toys
Includes full-size templates for 20 characterful toys.

Description
Welcome to Punch Needle Toys, a collection of cute and cuddly toys made using punch needle embroidery.

Punch needle embroidery is a technique usually used to create homewares such as cushion covers and w all hangings, but this unique collection
includes designs and instructions is for 20 adorable and original punch needle toys.

These punch needle plushies are part toy, part cushion, due to the simple outline shapes. Designer and author, Caro Bello, has created a fun
collection of 20 distinctive animals including Bruno the Beaver, Enrique the Elephant, and Felipe the Fox. Each of the characters has their ow n
style and Caro uses a variety of traditional and modern punch needle stitches to create their very individual outfits.

There are step-by-step instructions and photography explaining how to get started with punch needle embroidery. Caro explains everything from
which tools and materials to choose, through to techniques for how to do the different stitches (both traditional and modern) that are used in
the projects and how to transfer the embroidery designs onto the fabric. There is also general advice about how to hold the needle correctly,
choosing colours and techniques for fixing errors.

About the Author
Caro Bello is a graphic designer and self taught embroidery artist. She has a passion for punch needle and loves experimenting with yarn. She sells
her designs to customers around the world and runs classes from her home studio. She has been featured in numerous magazines and is the
designer of two online punch needle embroidery courses.
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